No. 10

THIS WEEK:

SAND DETECTIVES
Hey Mateo!
Check out
this sand!

The colors and
shapes can help you
figure out where it
came from.

I never looked at sand with a
magnifier before. It’s cool. It
looks like tiny jewels.

Like sand
detectives!

LET’s write down
what we observe.
First, does your sand
stick to a magnet?
A little bit
does—it must
have iron in it.

How about if I
draw some sand
grain shapes?

Which of these
• small rocks
things are in your
sand? you can circle • pieces of shells
• pieces of glass
more than one.
• pieces of wood
• pieces of plants
• pieces of plastic
• other things
(name them)

not rounded:
usually “young”
a little roundedusually a little “old”
very roundedusually “old”

color is
another
clue!

White rock sand is mostly quartz.
Colored rock sand is from other kinds of
rocks.
Black sand is usually from volcanic lava.
White coral/shell sand is from coral and
shellfish in the ocean.
Colored glass or plastic in sand usually
comes from people’s garbage.

Let’s see—some of this sand is red,
some is black, and some is white.
I bet you never thought sand
could be so interesting.
Yeah, next time I get
some in my bathing suit
I’ll have more respect
for it.
I don’t think I want to
study that sand!

so what?

Is some of Mateo’s sand probably volcanic in origin? Learning
about sand is a fascinating way to get into Earth Science. Some
earth scientists have great sand collections. You could get some
sand and study it just like Mateo and Cientina did.
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